We study the instanton effects of the ABJM partition function using the Fermi gas formalism. We compute the exact values of the partition function at the Chern-Simons levels k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 up to N = 44, 20, 18, 16, 14 respectively, and extract non-perturbative corrections from these exact results. Fitting the resulting non-perturbative corrections by their expected forms from the Fermi gas, we determine unknown parameters in them. After separating the oscillating behavior of the grand potential, which originates in the periodicity of the grand partition function, and the worldsheet instanton contribution, which is computed from the topological string theory, we succeed in proposing an analytical expression for the leading D2-instanton correction. Just as the perturbative result, the instanton corrections to the partition function are expressed in terms of the Airy
Introduction
Partition functions are the most fundamental quantities in both quantum systems and statistical systems. Although it typically serves only the role of normalization in the physical interpretation, it encodes important thermodynamic information such as the free energy. In field theories, the partition function, in general, contains the information of not only perturbation but also instanton effects as well as some global analytical structures. Therefore it is natural to study it as a first step.
M-theory is supposed to unify all our understandings of non-perturbative effects in the string theory. In the seminal paper [1] , the low-energy effective theory on N multiple M2-branes on the geometry C 4 /Z k was proposed to be the N = 6 supersymmetric Chern-Simons theory with gauge group U(N) k × U(N) −k and bifundamental matters A 1,2 , B 1,2 forming the superpotential W = 2π k (A 1 B 1 A 2 B 2 − A 1 B 2 A 2 B 1 ). It was found in [2, 3, 4] that the infinite-dimensional path integral of the partition function on S 3 and the expectation values of BPS Wilson loops are reduced to a finite dimensional matrix model by the localization techniques [5] .
There is much progress in this matrix model including the derivation of the degree of freedom N 3/2 [6] expected from the AdS/CFT correspondence [7] and its perturbative completion by the Airy function [8] . Recently, the ABJM partition function was rewritten as that of a Fermi gas system [9, 10, 11] , where the standard method in statistical mechanics is applicable and the above properties are reproduced easily. The Airy function and the Fermi gas formalism imply a deep structure of M-theory. The Airy function has the integral representation of the exponentiated cubic term, which looks similar to the partition function of the Chern-Simons theory, and appears also in other contexts of M-theory [12] . Therefore we would like to study the partition function further and to extract some physical information out of it.
In our previous work [13] , we have proposed a method to compute the exact partition function Z k (N) at k = 1 and indeed computed it up to N = 9. Here with a generalization of our method and a technique from [14] , we perform the computation of the exact partition function at k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 up to N = 44, 20, 18, 16, 14 respectively.
After the computation of the exact values, we proceed to study the non-perturbative effects. We can extract the non-perturbative corrections from the exact values of the partition function by subtracting the perturbative result. The main motivation of this paper is to explore an analytic form of the non-perturbative correction. It is known that there are two kinds of instantons that induce the non-perturbative corrections to the ABJM partition function. One is called the worldsheet instanton, and the other the D2-instanton (membrane instanton). From the viewpoint of the gravity dual, the Type IIA string theory on AdS 4 × CP 3 , the worldsheet instanton comes from the fundamental string wrapping the holomorphic cycle CP 1 ⊂ CP 3 [6, 15] , while the D2-instanton comes from the D2-brane wrapping the Lagrangian submanifold RP 3 ⊂ CP 3 [16] . The worldsheet instanton behaves as e −2π √ 2N/k while the D2-instanton as e −π √ 2kN in the large N limit.
Let us summarize our results here. Using the Fermi gas formalism (and some results of the topological string), we can know the expected forms of the instanton corrections to the partition function. In the Fermi gas formalism, it is useful to consider the grand partition function. The grand potential (the logarithm of the grand partition function), in general, receives the non-perturbative corrections as
where µ is the chemical potential, and J (pert) k (µ), J D2 k (µ) and J WS k (µ) are the perturbative, D2-instanton and worldsheet instanton contributions, respectively. We note that the dots in (1.1) represent an additional oscillatory contribution and, if any, bound states of the worldsheet instanton and D2-instanton. The oscillatory behavior will be studied in subsection 3.2 in detail, which we ignore here. The D2-instanton and the worldsheet instanton corrections are expected to take the following forms:
We would like to determine the prefactors of those instanton corrections. The prefactors of the worldsheet instanton corrections are determined by the results of the topological string on local F 0 , where the first few prefactors are
On the other hand, there are no systematic ways to determine the prefactors of the D2-instanton corrections. 1 In this paper, we propose the analytic form of the leading D2-instanton correction, a We arrive at these expressions from many constraints (by matching the exact data, the numerical data from TBA, pole structure, small k behavior etc.) and a few assumptions. We believe that these results are valid for any k. We also find the higher instanton corrections at k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 from the numerical fitting. Here is the summary of our results: Once the instanton corrections to the grand potential are fixed, we can easily translate them into the instanton corrections to the partition function, 6) where Z (pert) k (N) is the perturbative result in [8] , whose explicit form is given by (3.18) . The leading corrections of both instantons are written by the Airy function (and its derivative):
with
Some remarks on our results are mentioned in order. Firstly, we emphasize that our results include all the 1/N corrections. One can check that in the large N limit, both instanton corrections show the correct exponentially suppressed behavior as mentioned above.
Secondly, the worldsheet instanton correction (1.8) is divergent at k = 1, 2, and the D2-instanton correction (1.7) is also divergent for even k.
2 Therefore we cannot apply the above result to these values of k. In these cases, the D2-instanton and worldsheet instanton corrections are mixed, and the sum of them totally become finite. At k = 1, 2, for example, such mixed instanton corrections are given by
One can check that the leading large N behavior of (1.10) precisely reproduces the result in [14] . We note again that our results include all the 1/N corrections. Finally, for k > 2, the leading non-perturbative contribution comes from the worldsheet instanton. Since our result is valid for any N and k, we can take the 't Hooft limit. Our worldsheet instanton correction (1.8) must give the correct answer in this limit. We check that the genus-zero and genus-one worldsheet instanton corrections to the free energy studied in [6] are indeed reproduced from our result (1.8) after taking the 't Hooft limit. This is a non-trivial check of our result.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review the method to compute the partition function exactly. We generalize our previous method in [13] to arbitrary level k. In section 3, using the exact partition function obtained by this method, we numerically study the behavior of the instanton corrections. We focus on the grand potential and the partition function. We find that the grand potential shows an oscillatory behavior and that it is explained by the periodicity of the grand partition function. By the numerical fitting, we determine the instanton corrections to the grand potential at k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6. In section 4, we compute the worldsheet instanton corrections by using the results in the topological string on local F 0 . As a non-trivial test, we take the 't Hooft limit of our results, and confirm 2 For odd k, the D2-instanton correction (1.7) trivially vanishes, and the leading correction starts from
that our results correctly reproduce the worldsheet instanton corrections to the genus-zero and genus-one free energies up to 3-instanton. In section 5, we propose an analytic form of the D2-instanton correction, and check its validity. Section 6 is devoted to conclusions and discussions. In appendix A, we prove a new relation found in this paper. In appendix B, we summarize the exact values of the partition function at k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6.
Exact Results of Partition Function
In [9] the ABJM partition function
is rewritten in terms of the partition function of a Fermi gas system
with the density matrix given by
After introducing the chemical potential µ or the fugacity z = e µ , the grand partition function
is given by
This means that if we want to know the partition functions for various N, all we have to do is to compute Tr ρ n for n = 1, · · · , N.
As explained previously in [13] , it is difficult to compute Tr ρ n because of the complexity in convoluting the density matrix. This difficulty was, however, overcome by a lemma from [17] stating that when a kernel K(q 1 , q 2 ) takes the form
we can compute its power K n (q 1 , q 2 ) by
where φ ℓ (q) is defined by
We can compute φ ℓ (q) recursively 9) with the initial condition φ 0 (q) = 1. Though we can apply this method to the density matrix ρ directly, there is a more convenient way to compute the grand partition function as explained in [13] . Let us briefly review the method found in [13] . As our density matrix is invariant under the parity
we can decompose it into two parts:
Since ρ + (and also ρ − ) is written as the form (2.6),
we can compute ρ n + from a series of functions φ ℓ (q) as
The important fact is that using (2.9) the functions φ ℓ (q) are determined by the following recursive relation:
One can show that the grand partition function is factorized as
In [13] , we found that the density matrices enjoy an interesting property.
Thus the grand partition function is rewritten as 18) and determined only by the even parity functions φ ℓ (q).
In [13] , we further found that the eigenvalue problem of the density matrix ρ is mapped to that of an infinite-dimensional parity-preserving Hankel matrix, whose form is given by
Thus the grand partition function is also expressed as
In this paper, we find a general formula for arbitrary parity-preserving Hankel matrices, which reduces to (2.17) for our current case. Let H ± be the even/odd parity block of the original Hankel matrix,
Then it satisfies the following relation
In appendix A, we shall give a proof of (2.22) for a certain class of Hankel matrices. Using these methods we computed the partition functions at k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6. The exact values are given in appendix B. As can be imagined from [18] , the partition functions have close relations with tan( π k ). Therefore it is especially clean for these values of k.
Numerical Study
As summarized in appendix B, we obtain the exact values of the partition functions at k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 up to N max = 44, 20, 18, 16, 14, respectively, following the procedure in section 2. After computing the exact partition function, let us extract important information from it. Here we numerically study the non-perturbative corrections to the partition function. We shall plot various physical quantities computed by our exact values and fit them by the theoretically expected forms [9, 6, 16] .
Grand Potential
First, we start with the grand potential J k (µ) defined by
From the theoretical expectation the prefactor of the instanton corrections are at most quadratic functions of µ (see (1.2) ). In fact, we find numerically that the grand potential J k (µ) (k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6) generally can be expanded as
In the following we shall plot the grand potential and their instanton corrections, fit them by the quadratic functions and read off the coefficients numerically. However, not all of the coefficients are read off from this analysis of J k (µ). As we shall explain below we will encounter some oscillations in µ and it is difficult to study the exact values of the coefficients due to large errors caused by the oscillations. Some of the values are actually first read off from the analysis of the partition function Z k (N) as in subsection 3.3 which does not have the oscillating behavior, while some of them are found after we understand the oscillating behavior well as in subsection 3.2 and subtract its contribution. It is simpler, however, to present our result as if we read all of the exact values from the grand potential and explain various behaviors later. Hence, we shall take this path in presenting our results. Let us start to study the grand potential at k = 1. In figure 1 (a), we have plotted the grand potential J 1 (µ) (for selected values of µ) in dots together with its perturbative expression J (pert) 1 (µ) in a solid line. The grand potential J k (µ) (3.1) is given by the grand partition function Ξ k (µ) (2.18) with the summation of N truncated at our maximal values N max , while the perturbative expression is given by
Here the constants B k and C k are given by (1.9), and A k was conjectured in [9, 19] as
We find a perfect match, especially for large µ. Therefore, we can plot J
−4µ next in figure 1(b) and fit the result by a quadratic function. We find the behavior matches well with
We continue this process further and plot J
1 (µ))/e −8µ in figure 1(c) . Now the plot starts to oscillate. We can fit the result by the sum of a quadratic function with the oscillations cos(
) and sin(
Similarly, the 3-instanton J
1 (µ))/e −12µ is plotted in figure 1(d) , and the fitted function results in
Note that our plot range of µ changes slightly. This is because in going to higher and higher instanton effects, we have more and more numerical errors and it is difficult to find a sensible plot for large µ.
We can repeat the same analysis at k = 2, 3, 4, 6 since we have exact values. The results computed from the exact values we find are plotted in figures 2, 3, 4, 5, respectively together with the fitted functions. The results are summarized in (1.5) . Using the results in (1.5), we can study various instanton effects. This will be done in the subsequent sections. Before proceeding to it, let us give a physical interpretation for the oscillating behaviors and present the numerical study of Z(N) without the oscillations.
Oscillations in
In this subsection, we would like to explain the oscillation in J k (µ) from the periodicity of the grand partition function. Since the grand partition function Ξ k (µ) = e J k (µ) is a sum of e N µ defined by (2.4), it must be a periodic function of µ with the periodicity 2πi. However, the naive expression of Ξ k (µ) derived from the method of statistical mechanics in small k perturbation is not invariant under the shift µ → µ + 2πi.
To remedy the invariance, we define the 2πi-periodic grand partition function by in the worldsheet 2-instanton correction. Note that this exactly reproduces (3.6) at k = 1. We can proceed further to study the oscillatory term in the worldsheet 3-instanton for k > 2 from the worldsheet 1-instanton contribution
the same contribution as the worldsheet 1-instanton term J
k , we have to be careful. The mixing between these two kinds of instanton effects will be studied in more details in section 5. Using α (1) k and β (1) k in (3.2), we find that the oscillatory term in the worldsheet 3-instanton for k = 1, 2 is given by 
Note that this expression for k = 1 reproduces (3.7).
As we have seen in the previous subsection, we actually observed an oscillatory behavior in the numerical analysis of J k (µ). Since the amplitude and the phase of oscillation perfectly matches (3.13) (and (3.14)), we strongly believe that our numerically observed oscillation is originated from the 2πi-periodic extension of the naive grand partition function.
One important consequence of the periodicity of the grand partition function is that in the integral transformation from Ξ k (µ) to Z k (N) we can extend the integration range from [−πi, πi] to (−i∞, i∞)
Since the last expression of (3.15) does not involve J 
Partition Function
In the previous subsections, we have studied the numerical behavior of the grand potential J k (µ) and observed an interesting oscillating behavior. Though interesting from a theoretical viewpoint, the oscillating behavior causes a larger error in finding the exact values of instanton prefactors. As mentioned above, this behavior will disappear after an integral transformation from the grand potential to the canonical partition function. For this reason, as a complementary analysis, let us look at the partition function as well. We find exactly the same values from the fitting of J k (µ) and the fitting of Z k (N). This agreement gives a strong support for the validity of our method. Let us consider the case k = 1. In this case, the non-perturbative correction to the grand potential starts from O(e −4µ ) as found in [13] . The (naive) grand potential is generically given by (3.2). We would like to determine the constants α
and γ
from the exact data.
(−i∞, i∞). Naively, this deformation causes the error
, where µ * is the value of the saddle-point, as was explained in [9] . However, such a correction does not actually appear in the difference of the exact partition function and the perturbative result. The procedure here naturally explains this fact.
Since the partition function is computed as
the 1-instanton correction normalized by the perturbative partition function is given by
where
(N) is the perturbative contribution, which is given by [8, 9] ,
The expression (3.17) is the form expected from the Fermi gas consideration. We compare this result with the non-perturbative correction computed from the exact values of the partition function using our definition of Z (np) 1
(N) in (1.6). To fix the constants α
1 and γ (1) 1 , we fit the exact data Z 
1 and γ
1 are very close to (in about 14-digit agreement)
This result, of course, is consistent with (3.5) obtained from the fitting of J 1 (µ). In figure 6 (a), we show the exact data Z 
1 (N) is asymptotically expanded as The leading term 2Ne
2N agrees with the result in [14] . Note that our result is exact at all orders in 1/N. Once we fix α
1 , we can proceed to determining α
1 . The 2-instanton correction to the partition function is given by
1 + 119 64
1 + 1 16
In the same way as above, from the numerical fitting we find
These are in about 14-digit agreement with the fitted values. In figure 6 (b), we show the exact data (Z Repeating this method, we find the values of α
and γ (n) 1 up to n = 4. Furthermore we can apply this procedure to other levels. Our results at k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 are summarized in (1.5).
Using (1.5), one can easily know the instanton corrections to the partition function. We have indeed checked that the instanton corrections to the partition function obtained from (1.5) precisely agree with the exact data. The results in (1.5) show that the prefactors at k = 2, 6 are strongly related to those at k = 1, 3, respectively. Currently, we do not understand the physical origin of this relation. It would be interesting to study what this means.
Worldsheet Instantons
In the previous section, we have obtained the exact non-perturbative correction from the numerical study of the grand potential J k (µ) and the partition function Z k (N). The nonperturbative correction consists of several contributions written as (1.1). In this section, we would like to determine the prefactors of worldsheet instanton corrections. The prefactors of the D2-instanton corrections will be considered in section 5. The prefactor d (n) k of the worldsheet n-instanton is expected to be independent of µ. We can determine d (n) k from the topological string on local F 0 (note that F 0 ∼ = P 1 × P 1 ).
Topological String on Local F 0
As discussed in [20, 6] , the ABJM matrix model (2.1) (and its generalization to the ABJ model [21] ) is related to the lens space matrix model [22, 23] 5 by an analytic continuation of the rank of the gauge group, and it is further related to the topological string on local F 0 via a large N duality. Using this chain of dualities, we can compute the worldsheet instanton corrections in the ABJM theory from the knowledge of the topological string on local F 0 . In general, the worldsheet instanton sum in the topological string has the following structure [25] 
where λ s denotes the string coupling of topological string theory. The free energy of ABJM matrix model and the free energy of topological string on local F 0 are related by a Fourier transformation [9] due to the wavefunction nature of the topological string partition functions [26] . Since the canonical partition function Z k (N) is obtained from the integral transform of grand partition function e J k (µ) , it is natural to identify the grand potential J k (µ) with the free energy F top (T 1 , T 2 ) of topological string on local F 0 . Here T 1 and T 2 denote the Kähler parameters of the two P 1 's in F 0 . Since the ABJM slice is defined by
, we arrive at the relation
with T and µ related by [9] 
To compare the topological string and ABJM theory, we should be careful about the normalization of string coupling. The string coupling λ s in the topological string theory and the string coupling g s = 2πi k in the ABJM theory are related by
where [9] 
Therefore, λ s is given by 6) and the worldsheet instanton sum (4.1) becomes
The Gopakumar-Vafa invariants n g d of local F 0 were computed in [28] . Up to total degree d 1 + d 2 = 3, the GV invariants n = 0 (g ≥ 1) for the above cases. Hence F top of local F 0 is expanded as
Using the relations (4.2) and (4.3), we can read off the coefficient d
k . The first three coefficients are given by (1.3). More generally, we can write down the worldsheet instanton correction to the grand potential in the form
where n g d denotes the weighted sum of GV invariants on local F 0 [27]
For instance, using the data n
and (4.8), the 4-instanton coefficient d (4) k is found to be
In a similar manner, we can determine the higher instanton coefficients using the data of GV invariants in [28, 27] .
Worldsheet Instanton in the 't Hooft Limit
In the previous subsection we have determined the worldsheet instanton correction J WS k (µ) from the topological string on local F 0 . As a consistency check, we consider the 't Hooft limit of the worldsheet instanton corrections derived from the results in the previous subsection and compare with the known results of the genus-zero and genus-one free energy. In the 't Hooft limit, the free energy has the genus expansion is the 't Hooft coupling. One easily finds that the worldsheet instanton corrections to the partition function up to 3-instanton are given by
where d in the analysis below. In the largeN limit,
If we further expand this in g s = 2πi k
, we obtain
. Thus the worldsheet 1-instanton correction to the free energy are given by
In a similar way, we obtain the genus-zero and genus-one part of the 2-and 3-instanton corrections from (4.14) as (2) g=0 (λ) = 
g=1 (λ) = where we have used the relation between the instanton corrections to the partition function and to the free energy:
Let us compare these results with the result in [6] . One immediately finds that the instanton corrections to the genus-zero free energy exactly agree with the result in [6] (see also [19] ). Let us consider the genus-one free energy. The genus-one free energy is given by
where η(τ ) is the Dedekind eta function, and the modulus τ is related to the 't Hooft coupling through In the strong coupling limit, the genus-one free energy behaves as Similarly, in figure 7 (b), we plot (
√ 2λ againstλ. Our 3-instanton prediction (4.19) again agrees with the numerical ones.
Conjecture of D2-instanton Corrections
The coefficients d
k of the worldsheet n-instanton corrections diverge when k ∈ 2n/N. However, we confirmed numerically that the grand potential itself is finite at these values of k. Furthermore, at k = 2n/m (m = 1, 2, . . . ), the worldsheet n-instanton correction is just the same order as the D2 m-instanton correction because e −4nµ/k = e −2mµ . Therefore it is natural to expect that D2-instanton corrections are also divergent at these values of k, and the divergence coming from the worldsheet instanton is canceled by the divergence from D2-instanton. The sum of these two contributions leads to a finite result. This story imposes a strong constraint on the pole structure of the D2-instanton corrections.
D2 1-instanton correction
Let us consider the e −2µ term in J (np) k (µ). At k = 2n with n ∈ Z, the e −2µ term receives two contributions: one from the D2 1-instanton and the other from worldsheet n-instanton. The coefficient of worldsheet n-instanton is divergent in the limit k → 2n. This divergence has the general structure
with some constant w (n) . We have checked this behavior up to n = 7 using the GopakumarVafa invariant of local F 0 in [28] and found Next, let us consider the D2 1-instanton correction
3)
The small k expansion of the coefficients a
k and c
k was computed in [9] up to k 3 :
From our results at k = 1, 3, we expect that the coefficients of e −2µ vanish for odd k ∈ Z. 8 Also, in order to cancel the poles coming from the worldsheet instanton (5.1), the D2 1-instanton coefficients should behave as
8 For odd k, it is plausible that there are no D2-branes wrapping RP 3 as in the case of k = 1 discussed in [14] . Thus it is expected that the D2-instanton correction starts from O(e −2π √ 2kN ). Further, we have numerically checked that this expectation is true at k = 5, 7 by using the TBA-like equations in [13] .
From the above conditions, we can fix the forms of a
k and c (1) k . The result is given by (1.4) . Summing the contributions from the worldsheet n-instanton and the D2 1-instanton, the e −2µ term at k = 2n gives the finite answer
For lower n, we find
and (5.6) for n = 1, 2, 3 correctly reproduce our results at k = 2, 4, 6 in (1.5)! As a further check of our conjecture (1.4), we compare the instanton corrections to the partition function at various k with the numerical results obtained by using the TBA-like equations. As explained in [13] (see also [14] ), the ABJM partition function can be also computed by solving the TBA-type integral equations. 9 In figure 8 , for instance, we show the instanton corrections at k = , the leading contribution is the D2 1-instanton correction. In figure 8(a) , the dots represent Z 
Comment on D2 2-instanton correction
By the similar reasoning, it seems to be possible to guess the forms of D2 2-instanton coefficients a
k . However, the constraint is much weaker than the 1-instanton case, hence we can not determine the forms of 2-instanton coefficients completely. We need more information to fix them. . The dots represent the numerical values from the TBA-like equations while the solid lines represent our theoretical predictions. The leading correction is captured by the D2 1-instanton, and the next-to-leading correction by the worldsheet 1-instanton.
The k → n limit of worldsheet n-instanton has the general structure
(5.9)
We have checked this behavior up to n = 7 and found Naively, these poles should be canceled by the D2 2-instanton. At this order, however, there might be another contribution that we will discuss in the next section, i.e., the contribution from a kind of bound states of the D2-instanton and the worldsheet instanton. At present, we cannot conclude whether such a contribution exists or not. If exists, we need to consider its pole structure. We leave this problem as a future work.
Discussions
In this paper, by generalizing our previous method we continued the exact computation of the partition function in the ABJM theory using the Fermi gas formalism. Using these exact values of the partition functions, we further studied the instanton effects. We have found that the grand potential contains an interesting oscillatory behavior and it can be explained by the periodicity of the grand partition function. The worldsheet instanton effects are understood from the results in the topological string on local F 0 . After subtracting the worldsheet instanton, we studied the D2-instanton effects, only little of which has been known so far. We proposed an analytic expression of the D2 1-instanton correction which is consistent with all of the known properties so far. We would like to discuss some open questions in our analysis.
In our previous work [13] , we have found that the partition functions Z 1 (N) at k = 1 are written as a polynomial of 1 π with rational coefficients. Here we have studied the partition functions for few other k's. We find that at k = 2 the partition function are polynomials of and at k = 6, polynomials of
. We note in passing a curious observation about the zeros of these polynomials. For example, if we replace ]. If we order the zeros of this polynomial by their absolute values, the first few zeros are very close to
, and so on. We observed a similar pattern of zeros for other k's. We would like to understand the general structure of Z k (N) better.
We have determined the analytic expression of the leading D2-instanton correction. We would like to study this effect from the worldvolume theory of the Euclidean D2-brane wrapping on RP 3 . We expect that the prefactor of D2-instanton correction is coming from the obtained from the topological string correctly reproduce the 't Hooft limit of free energy studied in [6] , we find some discrepancy between the prediction of d = 1. We believe that the predictions of worldsheet instanton corrections from the topological string (1.3) and (4.12) are correct at generic k, and we conjecture that the reason of this discrepancy is due to a kind of bound states of the D2-instanton and the worldsheet instanton. This conjecture is based on the observation that after a few worldsheet instanton terms which agree with d (n) k , the discrepancy arises just after the first D2-instanton term appeared in J (np) k . We leave more detailed study of the origin of this discrepancy as a future problem.
Recently, a very interesting relation between the sphere partition functions and the non-perturbative completion of topological string partition functions is proposed in [30] . This proposal is reminiscent of the relation between the canonical and the grand canonical partition functions (3.15). As discussed in [9] , it is natural to identify the grand partition function Ξ(µ) of ABJM theory with the non-perturbative completion of the topological string partition function on local F 0 . It would be interesting to study this relation further.
A Proof of (2.22) for General Hankel Matrices
In this appendix, we will prove the identity (2.22) assuming that a Hankel matrix has the following integral representation
We also assume that the weight w(t) is a positive even function of t on the interval (−1, 1)
By the change of variable
the matrix element H m,n is rewritten as
and the trace becomes
Let us prove the identity (2.22) for this class of matrix
where H(z) is defined by
with |e 0 and |v given in (2.23).
A.1 Proof of the Even Part
First we consider the even part of (A.7)
As discussed in our previous paper [13] , using the relation H 2 − = H + (1 − |e 0 e 0 |)H + the left hand side of (A.9) is written as
By applying the lemma of Tracy-Widom to the kernel
we find
The left hand side of (A.12) is rewritten as
and φ k (q) in (A.12) is defined recursively
If we expand φ k (q) in terms of ρ 2n (q)
The initial condition φ 0 (q) = 1 corresponds to
In other words, α 
Setting q = 0 in (A.18), we find
This implies that H(z) in (A.8) can also be written as
Finally, taking the limit q, q ′ → 0 in (A.12) we find
This is the desired relation (A.9).
A.2 Proof of the Odd Part
Let us prove the odd part of (A.8). The kernel ρ(q, q ′ ) can be written as a matrix element in the "auxiliary" quantum mechanical system
In this subsection, we use the notation
Let us consider the following function
Using the commutation relation found in our previous paper [13] ,
we can see that Ξ 1 (z) is an even function of z, as follows. We first rewrite Ξ 1 (z) as
Since Ξ 1 (z) is a real function for z ∈ R, we find
On the other hand, Ξ 1 (z) can also be written as
One can easily see that the second factor in the last line of (A.28) is
Then Ξ 1 (−z) = Ξ 1 (z) implies the following relation
This completes the proof of the odd part of (A.7).
B Exact Values of Z k (N )
Here let us summarize the exact values of Z k (N) (k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6). Our main task is to solve the integral equation (2.15). Here we use the method in [14] . This method allows us to rewrite the convolution in (2.15) as the sum of the residues.
B.1 Recursive Relations at Even k
Let us first consider the even k case. Introducing the variables u = e q/k and v = e q ′ /k , then the integral equation (2.15) becomes
is rational when k is even. From the solutions for lower ℓ, we observe that the solution ϕ ℓ (u) have the following form
where A (j) ℓ (u) is a rational function. We assume that A (j) ℓ (u) has the poles at the roots of (u + 1)(u k + 1) = 0. We can rewrite the equation (B.1) by using the technique in [14] as follows,
where B n (x) is the Bernoulli polynomial, and f ℓ (u) is a rational function. In the second line in (B.3), we have used the integral formula noted in [14] ,
where we choose the branch cut of log as the positive real axis, and integration contour γ is chosen as the closed path from +∞ to 0 infinitesimally below the cut and then from 0 to +∞ infinitesimally above the cut. Using the identity:
the first term of the right hand side in (B.3) becomes
We note that B p+1−j (1/2) vanishes if p + 1 − j is odd. Thus setting p + 1 − j = 2m, we obtain
Comparing the coefficients of log j u, we obtain the recursive relations for A (j)
while for j = 0 we find
where the rational function f ℓ (u) is given by
where v =−u means the sum over all the poles except for v = −u. It is convenient to redefine
Then we can rewrite the recursive relations aŝ
14)
The initial condition is trivially given byÂ 
The trace of ρ 2n + is then computed by
It is easy to see that ρ 2n + (u, u)/u has the following form
where R (j) 2n (u) is a rational function. From the computation for low n's, we observe that R (j) 2n (u) has the poles at the roots of u 2k − 1 = 0. We assume that this observation is valid for arbitrary n. Let u m be the root of u 2k − 1 = 0,
Then, Tr ρ 2n + is computed as
B.2 Recursive Relations at Odd k
Next let us consider the odd k case. Changing the variables to t = e q/2k and s = e q ′ /2k , we
where ψ ℓ (t) = φ ℓ (q). We observe that the solution takes the form
where a rational function A (j) ℓ (t) has poles at the roots of t 4k − 1 = 0. Let ν m be the roots of
In the same computation in the previous subsection, we find the recursive relations for A (j)
The matrix element ρ 2n + (t 1 , t 2 ) is given by
We further assume that ρ 2n + (t 1 , t 2 )/t takes the form
where a rational function R 
B.3 A Guess
The exact values of the partition functions obtained here are all polynomials of 1/π. At k = 1, in particular, the partition function has the following form
where the coefficients Z Z1(1) = 1/4,
Z1 (18) 
